Memorandum

To: Members, Committee on Financial Services

From: FSC Majority Staff

Subject: June 20, 2019, “Diversity in the Boardroom: Examining Proposals to Increase the Diversity of America’s Boards”

The Committee on Financial Services will convene a hearing entitled, “Diversity in the Boardroom: Examining Proposals to Increase the Diversity of America’s Boards,” at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, June 20, 2019, in room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building. The witnesses for this one-panel hearing are:

- Mr. Luke Visconti, Founder and Chairman, DiversityInc
- Mr. Ron Lumbra, Managing Partner, Heidrick and Struggles
- Ms. Linda Akutagawa, Chair, Alliance for Board Diversity
- Ambassador Vilma Martinez (Ret.)
- Dr. Stephanie Creary, Assistant Professor of Management, Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania

Overview

This hearing will examine options for diversifying the gender, racial and ethnic composition of corporate and federal boards. In addition, three legislative proposals to address board diversity will be presented for discussion during the hearing.

Diverse Boardrooms Can Enhance Industry Competitiveness

Public companies and federal regulators assemble boards as a forum for shareholder and industry accountability. Among other duties, board directors often advise on or approve of leadership selections and may establish oversight committees. Some board directors are also compensated for their work. T. Rowe Price noted in its 2018 proxy voting guidelines that “boards lacking diversity represent a suboptimal composition and potential risk to company’s competitiveness over time.”¹ Similarly, over 90 percent of companies that participated in Deloitte’s 2017 board diversity survey agreed that increased board diversity will improve their companies’ ability to innovate as well as their overall business performance.² After analyzing the performance of approximately 90 U.S. bank holding companies, two federal reserve

economists also concluded that banks with more gender diversity on their boards (those with a female share of about 13 to 17 percent) perform better. Moreover, they suggested that “banks' continued voluntary expansion of board gender diversity is likely to bring performance benefits, provided that the banks are well-managed or capitalized.”

Although federal boards may have some constraints and guidelines that make them atypical of corporate boards, they are similarly charged with governance activities, including leadership and accountability for board diversity. For example, the boards of each of the 11 Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBank) annually report their board diversity statistics as required by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008. When selecting board candidates, Federal Reserve banks also review current demographics and areas of expertise to fill board vacancies.

**Boardroom Seats Remain Mostly Occupied by White Men**

Although companies and federal entities have acknowledged that their boards should reflect the diversity of their shareholders, consumers and other industry participants, the majority of corporate and federal board appointees continue to be white men. The Alliance for Board Diversity reported that among Fortune 500 companies, 80.7% of new board directors in 2017 were white men. Federal boards have similar statistics. For example, GAO reported that on FHLBank boards, “racial [and] ethnic minorities have limited representation in board leadership positions.”

Although the Federal Reserve System was established in 1913, it was not until 2017—over a century later—that the first African American and openly gay man was appointed as a federal reserve bank president and chief executive officer, a rotating position on the Federal Open Market Committee.

Some reports suggest that women and minorities have made more progress in board representation in recent years; unfortunately, the rate of change is still slow and, in some cases, stagnant. For instance, Heidrick & Struggles’ Board Monitor annual report noted that women were appointed to more than 38% of all independent board seats at Fortune 500 companies in 2017. Further, one Native American was appointed in 2017, the first such corporate board appointment documented by Board Monitor since it began tracking in 2009. Conversely, for the same period, Board Monitor tracked that the share of new corporate board appointments for Latino and Asian Americans remained at 6 percent. Research sponsored by the Alliance for Board Diversity found that although African-American women (increased by 26.2
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percent) and Asian women (increased by 38.6 percent) made the largest percentage increases in corporate board seats gained at Fortune 100 and 500 companies gained in 2018, the total numbers are still small in comparison to white males.¹³ For example, in 2018, white men occupied 750 corporate board seats at Fortune 100 companies compared to 17 Asian American women and 42 African American women at the boardroom table.

The Alliance report also noted that among Fortune 100 companies, minority men have made an additional 1 percent gain in corporate board seats from 2016-2018, which is almost as much progress as achieved over the past 12 years.

Call for New Strategies to Seat Diverse Talent at the Boardroom Table

Deloitte’s 2017 board diversity survey found that “although 90 percent of [board] directors want greater diversity, about half [of] surveyed organizations lack a process for recruiting candidates with diverse skills sets or new perspectives.”¹⁴ Solutions to increase board diversity include:

Required Disclosure of Corporate Board Demographics

Public companies are currently required to report the minimum skills, experiences and attributes required of their board members in their public, annual reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).¹⁵ However, in March 2015, several large institutional investors petitioned SEC for rulemaking to require issuers to specifically disclose in matrix format the race, gender and ethnicity of their board members.¹⁶ To create transparency and accountability around who is serving on corporate boards, state and federal lawmakers have proposed that companies be required to disclose demographic information about the composition of their boards.

- **States have passed laws regarding board diversity requirements:** The Illinois General Assembly recently passed the Diversity Disclosure Bill that will require most Illinois based companies to annually report detailed demographic board diversity information to the Illinois Secretary of State.¹⁷ California, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania have also passed laws requiring gender diversity on corporate boards.¹⁸

- **Rep. Maloney’s bill on board diversity disclosure:** Rep. Carolyn Maloney’s bill, H.R.3279, would affirmatively require issuers to specifically disclose to shareholders with respect to the gender, racial, and ethnic diversity of their board of directors, among other things. For example, SEC would also be required to establish a diversity advisory group and to report annually to the House Committee on Financial Services on issuer board diversity data.
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¹⁵ SEC’s guidance stated that “to the extent a board or nominating committee in determining the specific experience, qualifications, attributes, or skills of an individual for board membership has considered the self-identified diversity characteristics referred to above (e.g., race, gender, ethnicity, religion, nationality, disability, sexual orientation, or cultural background) of an individual who has consented to the company's disclosure of those characteristics, we would expect that the company's discussion required by Item 401 would include, but not necessarily be limited to, identifying those characteristics and how they were considered.” SEC’s Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations for Regulation S-K (February 2019) at https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/regs-kinterp.htm#116-11.
• **Rep. Meeks’ Corporate Diversity Bill:** Rep. Gregory Meeks’ bill, H.R. 1018, would require public companies to annually disclose the voluntarily, self-identified gender, race, ethnicity and veteran status of their board directors, nominees, and senior executive officers. Among other requirements, the SEC Office of Minority and Women Inclusion would publish best practices for compliance with diversity disclosures.

**Investors and Institutional Funds Pushing for More Board Diversity**

Investors, proxy firms, large pension funds and others have commented that diversity starts at the board level, and therefore conclude that boards “composed of diverse individuals…are appropriate to [a] company’s current and long-term business needs.” For instance, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), which develops corporate governance solutions for companies, recommended in its 2018 proxy voting guidelines that shareholders should, “generally, vote for proposals requesting a company disclose its diversity policies or initiatives.” In its review of board diversity for 2019, ISS also reported that as board renewal rates continue to increase, board diversity, among other things, is a high-priority for companies and investors. As of March 31, 2018, Washington State Investment Board (WSIB) manages $129.1 billion in investments for 17 retirement plans for firefighters, judges, teachers and others in Washington State. As of March 31, 2018, the fund had a total of $129.1 billion assets under management. In their 2018 proxy voting policy, WSIB said that they “look for boards with talented directors who have a diversity of backgrounds and experience that will enable them to understand the issues particular to the company where they serve, and who collectively have the ability to review and judge the critical issues they decide on behalf of shareholders.”

**Solutions to Identify Diverse Board Director Candidates**

There are several proposals about how companies and federal entities could better identify new pools of talent and more effectively consider and appoint women and minorities for board director opportunities.

• **Rep. Beatty’s bill on interviewing at least one woman and minority board candidate:** Rep. Joyce Beatty’s bill, H.R. 281, would require federal reserve banks to interview at least one individual reflective of gender diversity and at least one reflective of racial or ethnic diversity when appointing federal reserve bank presidents.

• **Fill interim board seats with women and minority candidates who are not necessarily CEOs:** GAO reported that FHLBank interim board seats could be filled with women and minority candidates and that board candidate searches should look beyond the CEO ranks, which increases the likelihood of identifying and ultimately selecting a woman or minority for the position. Further,
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“when a female or minority director is elected for an interim term, the election increases the likelihood of the director being elected by the member institutions for a following full term.”

Over two years ago, the Federal Housing Finance Agency, FHLBanks’s regulator, also allowed the eleven FHLBanks to add an additional independent director to expand their diversity, but only seven chose to do so.

- **Consider candidates beyond corporate America that have transferable executive experience:** In an article on board candidate searches, experts from the executive search firm Heidrick and Struggles recommended that “other possibilities for diverse candidates may be found among presidents of universities, retired career military officers, and former government officials.” Even though some boards have been initially reticent about such choices, the article noted that such practitioners have previously been trusted advisors and are experienced executives. Additionally, such candidates have well-honed leadership and influencing expertise that should be a welcome addition on boards.

- **Regularly analyze diversity data to identify diversity deficiencies and best practices:** Some corporations confidentially share diversity data with trade and industry organizations for analysis. DiversityInc collects such information and annually recognizes the top organizations that participate in its diversity survey. For companies ranked among the “Top 10” from the survey: 1) 80% link executive compensation to diversity metrics; 2) 85.7% of CEOs and their direct reports participate in mentoring; and 3) 34.2% of their board seats are occupied by women. Similarly, Chairwoman Waters and Diversity and Inclusion Subcommittee Chair Beatty also sent notices to 44 bank holding companies (those with assets over $50 billion) requesting their diversity and inclusion data and policies from 2015 to the present.
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